
Investing as a Married
Couple: How to
Compromise on Risk and
Reward

If you and your spouse have different risk tolerances,
here's how to find common ground and work
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together toward your investing goals.

By @Becca Stanek   

Sep 22, 2021

Investing for My Kids Real Estate Retirement

If you and your partner are struggling to come to an agreement on how to invest as a
married couple, you're not alone. According to Fidelity Investments' 2021 Couples &
Money Study, a whopping 40% of couples disagree on how much risk they're
comfortable taking when it comes to their portfolio.

Luckily, there are ways you can get on the same page with your investing strategy so
that neither you nor your partner feel like you're taking on too much risk—or playing it
too safe and missing out on potential rewards. Because even if you've already gotten
started on your investing journey, you're now in this together.

Wait, what are our joint investing goals?

The first step in coming to a compromise on your investment approach as a couple is
identifying your joint investing goals.

To do so, Marci Bair, a CFP and the founder and president of the San Diego-based firm
Bair Financial Planning, recommends that couples examine their big picture financial
aims and then break them down into manageable, specific objectives. So as opposed
to just saying you'd like to buy a new car sometime soon, Bair recommends that
couples get specific on exactly when they want to buy the car, what type of car they
would like to buy, and approximately how much they plan to spend on the purchase. 

Having these discussions is key to ensuring you're on the same page financially, and
to avoiding financial friction down the road, which can be a common source of tension
for couples. Bair recommends that couples take the time to share their full financial
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track record, including both the positives and the negatives. "If a couple understands
that, they can at least address it and work towards those common goals," Bair says.

Figuring out how soon you want to make things
happen

As you work toward defining your joint investing goals, you'll need to decide how soon
you want to meet them. This will help you determine your time horizon, or how long
you plan to hold an investment in your portfolio before you sell it in order to meet your
desired financial objective.

Often, your portfolio will contain numerous investment goals with varying time
horizons, as it's common to be working toward a number of goals at once, such as
buying a new car, saving for your child's college education and ensuring you're
prepared for retirement. To figure out your time horizon(s), FINRA recommends
bucketing your financial goals into three broad categories:

Why is it important to sort this out? Well, your time horizon shapes how you will invest.
Your investment approach will be very different if you're planning to buy a house next
year, versus within the next 10 years, for instance.

In general, the longer your time horizon, the more risk you can afford to take. This is
because your portfolio will have more time to recover if it suffers a loss and to ride out
the ups and downs of the markets.

Short-term (less than three years)

Mid-term (three to ten years)

Long-term (more than 10 years)

What else might impact your risk level
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Your time horizon isn't the only factor that determines how much risk you should
assume when investing. It's also important to take into account your overall plans as a
married couple. Specifically, couples should consider the following when determining
how much risk they're comfortable with taking on:

Do you want kids? If you and your partner are planning to have kids, you'll want
to take into account those upcoming expenses when determining how much
money you're comfortable putting into the market. You might not feel as
comfortable riding out a declining stock market when you have childcare
expenses added to your plate.

Are you saving for your child's education? Similarly, you might not want to
assume as much risk if you have a child who is approaching college. On the
flipside, if your child is still in diapers, you might be more comfortable taking on
a higher level of risk in the hopes of greater rewards, as your time horizon is
longer.

Do you want to buy a house? Again, your investment approach will depend on
how soon you're hoping to purchase a home. If you're planning to make a down
payment in just a couple years, you'll likely want to take a more conservative
approach. If your home purchase is still a distant dream, you could take on more
risk as you'll have a longer time to ride out market cycles.

Are you hoping to retire early? If you're hoping to retire early, this will shorten
your time horizon, which in turn usually decreases the amount of risk you should
take. You'll want to save and invest aggressively when you have more time left to
invest to ensure you have the funds to pull off an early retirement, but as you
approach your goal age for retirement, you'll likely want to switch from growth
mode to income mode.

Do you ever want to take extended time off? If you know that at some point in
your career you'll want to take a break or even switch career paths, you'll need
to build more of a financial buffer to fund your life during your time away. This
might mean dialing back your risk as you approach this break from regular
income, and while you're in it. If it's still far off, you could invest more
aggressively (while still saving) to beef up your funds. 

Are you planning to go back to school? Similar to a career break, returning to
school requires some financial padding, including a solid emergency fund and a
larger savings account, which might mean putting more money there than in the
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market and taking fewer risks. Again, though, time horizon plays a big role—you
might be more able to withstand losses if you're not about to start paying
tuition.

Coming to an agreement on risk when investing
as a couple

Once you've gone through the process of identifying your financial goals, deciding
how soon you want to meet them, and considering your other life plans as a couple,
you should be in a good place to start coming up with a joint investing strategy.

As with many things marriage-related, there's a good chance some compromise is
going to be involved. Luckily, there are a number of ways to do this when it comes to
investing.

Use diversification to your advantage

Diversification, or spreading your assets across a number of types of investments, is
key to reducing your portfolio's overall volatility and risk. As such, it doesn't
necessarily have to be your way or your partner's way — you can both have a little bit
of what you want in your portfolio.

Let's say your husband is more risk-averse than you are, while you want to have some
fun with investing and are willing to take some risks. You could set aside some "fun
money" that isn't crucial to your financial goals to try your hand at investing in crypto,
while your husband could take the safer route and opt for a more stable and
consistent strategy like investing in U.S. farmland. By investing in both, you'll increase
your portfolio's diversification, which can help mitigate risk while maintaining
exposure to potential rewards.
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Beef up your emergency fund to better balance risk

If your partner is pushing to take some more risks with your portfolio but you're feeling
more conservative (or vice versa) one way to meet in the middle is to build a bigger
cushion to fall back on before taking on more risk. By bolstering your emergency
savings fund, you can make the spouse with the lower risk tolerance feel a bit safer—
and also provide more buffer against any financial losses.

Remember you don't necessarily have to combine
everything

Just because you're married doesn't mean all of your money has to be too. It's up to
each couple to decide whether they want to put everything together into one joint
account, or if they'd rather maintain separate accounts. 

Having a joint account can be nice for goals you are working towards together as a
couple, like saving up for a house or for your child's college education. Everything is
consolidated in one place, and you can work together as a team to reach your goals.
At the same time, a certain level of agreement is needed to maintain a joint account.

Maintaining separate accounts might make for more to keep track of, but it can also
allow each person in the relationship more freedom in how they spend and invest at
least some of their funds. The more aggressive investor in the relationship could feel
free to set aside some money to try their hand at investing in real estate or art, while
the more conservative investor wouldn't have to deal with stomaching more risk than
they were comfortable with.

Bring in a neutral third party

Talking about money isn't always easy, so sometimes it can be helpful to have a neutral
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g y y y p
third party in the room, like a financial advisor. "There's so many times that couples
may grow up with different money stories, different ways that they were raised around
money, and so they can have their one kind of history when it comes to money and
dealing with it. And then it can be a very stressful conversation as well," Bair says.

Couples may find that having a financial professional present while they have these
tough conversations can help diffuse the tension, allowing them to keep their
conversation on track and more easily get on the same page.

True or False:
You should always stick to your risk tolerance
regardless of your time horizon.

True

False
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Do more with your money. Investment ideas, direct to
your inbox.

Saving for Retirement vs College: Kid’s Career
Plans or Funding Old Age?

You should prioritize saving for your retirement, but that doesn't mean you have to give up saving
for your kid's college education.

These 5 Investments Could Earn Enough to Cover
an Annual Family Vacation

Hanging out with Mickey Mouse, or playing volleyball on the beach? Whatever your ideal family
vacation is, heading off for some fun and sun while funding it from your investments shows some
serious baller skills.
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Terms & Conditions

MoneyMade is not a registered broker-dealer or investment adviser. The investments identified on the MoneyMade website may
not be purchased through MoneyMade; rather, all transactions will be directly between you and the third-party platform hosting the
applicable investment. The information contained herein regarding available investments is obtained from third party sources.
While MoneyMade generally considers such sources to be reliable, MoneyMade does not represent that such information is
accurate or complete, and MoneyMade has not undertaken any independent review of such information.

The Content is for informational purposes only, you should not construe any such information or other material as legal, tax,
investment, financial, or other advice. Nothing contained on our Site constitutes a solicitation, recommendation, endorsement, or
offer by MoneyMade or any third party service provider to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments in this or in in any
other jurisdiction in which such solicitation or offer would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. Any references
to past performance, regarding financial markets or otherwise, do not indicate or guarantee future results. Forward-looking
statements, including without limitations investment outcomes and projections, are hypothetical and educational in nature. The
results of any hypothetical projections can and may differ from actual investment results had the strategies been deployed in
actual securities accounts.
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All Content on this site is information of a general nature and does not address the circumstances of any particular individual or
entity. Nothing in the Site constitutes professional and/or financial advice, nor does any information on the Site constitute a
comprehensive or complete statement of the matters discussed or the law relating thereto. MoneyMade is not a fiduciary by virtue
of any person’s use of or access to the Site or Content. You alone assume the sole responsibility of evaluating the merits and risks
associated with the use of any information or other Content on the Site before making any decisions based on such information or
other Content.

The standardized performance presented herein has been calculated by MoneyMade based on data obtained from the third-party
platform hosting the investment and is subject to change. No representation or warranty is made as to the reasonableness of the
methodology used to calculate such performance. Changes in the methodology used may have a material impact on the returns
presented. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. In exchange for using the Site, you agree not to hold MoneyMade, its
affiliates or any third party service provider liable for any possible claim for damages arising from any decision you make based on
information or other Content made available to you through the Site.
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